Pattern: AABB x N

\( j = 90 \)

Fiddle: AEae or Standard tuning

\[ \begin{align*}
\text{A} & :\quad A & E7 & A & 1. \quad E7 & A & 2. \quad E7 & A \\
\text{B} & :\quad D & A & D & A & E7 & A \\
\end{align*} \]

Taught at the South Bay Old-Time Jam by Bert Raphael. The Tune Archive says "Ozarks/Western Tenn./Southwest [U.S.]" (There’s an apparently unrelated tune called "Carolina Rattlesnake"). This version is based on the transcription at tunearch.com, heavily edited by Pete Showman: changed from 2/4 to 2/2, cut extra repeats, added chords and formatting). Rev. 2: 5/1/2021